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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true when setting the trace parameters using the Edit Trace Parms option from the Manage Tivoli
Enterprise Monitoring Services on Windows? 

A. The application is automatically recycled once the settings are saved. 

B. The KDC_DEBUG setting must be set to Y in order to get trace information. 

C. The maximum log file size is automatically set to 10 megabytes by default. 

D. The Enter RAS1 filters option has a drop-down box with the available trace filters. 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 2

Where is the default location for the output from pdcollect? 

A. the local host root directory 

B. the local host temp directory 

C. the SCANDLEHOME directory 

D. a temp folder is created where the command is run from 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

When configuring historical data collection on a new IBM Tivoli Monitoring V6.3 installation, what must be done to
collect data starting from the Open the History Collection Configuration screen? 

A. Select the system to collect data on 

B. Select the metric to start collecting history on 

C. Select a Monitored Application type and click New 

D. Define the filter to select the proper systems to collect data on 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true regarding correlated situations in IBM Tivoli Monitoring V6.3? 

A. Correlated situations should have at least three conditions. 



B. Correlated situations are made up entirely of other situations. 

C. Correlated situations run at the hub Tivoli Enterprise Portal Server. 

D. A situation can be referenced in the correlated situation if it has a display item assigned. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

What does the itmcmd login -s terns -u itm command do? 

A. It logs in with user itm in the Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Server (TEMS) at terns server. 

B. It logs in with user terns in the TEMS at itm server. 

C. It logs in with user itm in the TEMS terns at localhost. 

D. It logs in with user terns in the TEMS itm at localhost. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which detail can be found in the current agent operations log (LGO) in an IBM Tivoli Monitoring environment? 

A. Connectivity to the Tivoli Data Warehouse 

B. Tivoli Enterprise Portal Server connectivity 

C. The situations that are started and stopped 

D. Data exports to the Tivoli Automation Server 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

How can a clear alert be sent indicating that a custom workflow has been reset to normal? 

A. At the end of the workflow, the clear alert will be sent. 

B. At the end of the report, put in a choice that sends the clear alert. 

C. At the end of the workflow, put in a wait until false that the situation has cleared. 

D. At the end of the workflow, put in a choice and have an action to send an SNMP trap. 

Correct Answer: B 

 



QUESTION 8

Which statement is true about the Warehouse Interval option when configuring historical data in IBM Tivoli Monitoring
V6.3? 

A. It is the limit size of the short-term history file. 

B. It is where the short-term historical data file resides. 

C. It is how often data is exported to the Tivoli Data Warehouse. 

D. It is how often data samples are sent to the short-term history file. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

An administrator created a situation but when it fires it does not show in the Situation Event console. What is missing? 

A. The situation must be marked as active. 

B. The situation must be set to run at startup, 

C. The situation must be associated to a group. 

D. The situation must be associated to a navigator item. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two actions are possible when installing and configuring a remote Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Server (TEMS)? 

A. configure a SOAP hub 

B. provide the name of the hub TEMS 

C. enable User Validation through LDAP 

D. configure the server dashboard activity 

E. enter the listening port number for IP protocols 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 11

Which statement is true when deploying multiple Tivoli Enterprise Ported Servers (TEPS) with a load balancer? 

A. Tivoli Portal Load Balancer must be used to correlate all changes. 



B. Changes are only made to a write-only TEPS and are migrated manually. 

C. Each TEPS must be configured to a different Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Server. 

D. Tivoli Enterprise Monitoring Automation Server must be deployed to correlate all changes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

Which trace setting should be set for troubleshooting connection problems with the Summarization andPruning agent? 

A. KBB_RAS1=ERROR 

B. KBB_RAS1=ERROR(UNIT:ksy3ALL) 

C. KBB_RAS1=ERROR (UNIT:ksy1 ALL) 

D. KBB_RAS1=ERROR(UNIT:ksy2ALL) 

Correct Answer: B 
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